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ABSTRACT

Fat plays multiple roles in determining the desirable physicochemical properties, sensory attributes, nutritional profile, and biologic response of

food products. Overconsumption of fats is linked to chronic diseases, such as obesity, coronary heart disease, diabetes, and cancer. There is

therefore a need to develop reduced-fat products with physicochemical properties and sensory profiles that match those of their full-fat

counterparts. In addition, foods may be redesigned to increase the feelings of satiety and satiation, and thereby reduce overall food intake. The

successful design of these types of functional foods requires a good understanding of the numerous roles that fat plays in determining food

attributes and the development of effective strategies to replace these attributes. This article provides an overview of the current understanding

of the influence of fat on the physicochemical and physiologic attributes of emulsion-based food products and highlights approaches to create

high-quality foods with reduced-fat contents. Adv Nutr 2015;6:338S–352S.
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Introduction
Overconsumption of calorie-rich foods has been linked to
increasing incidences of chronic human diseases, such as
obesity, coronary heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, and
cancer (1–3). The food industry is responding to this prob-
lem by developing reduced-calorie products that consumers
can incorporate into their regular diet. However, the crea-
tion of reduced-calorie foods that consumers find desirable
is challenging because of the important role that calorie-rich
ingredients play in determining the overall physicochemical,
sensory, and physiologic properties of foods. There is there-
fore a pressing need to develop reduced-calorie products
that are convenient, affordable, and desirable to consumers.

The focus of this review will be on the design and fabri-
cation of reduced-calorie foods that fall into the category of
oil-in-water (O/W)5 emulsions, such as many beverages, dips,
desserts, dressings, sauces, and soups (4, 5). These types of pro-
ducts are a major source of calories in the human diet, and
therefore they are an important target for calorie reduction.
O/Wemulsions consist of small fat droplets dispersed within
an aqueous medium, which may contain a variety of water-
soluble or water-dispersible ingredients, such as salts, sugars,
thickening agents, and gelling agents. The overall calorie
content of emulsion-based food products is governed by
the type and amount of ingredients they contain. Fats have
the highest number of calories per gram of the major food
components, and therefore there has been considerable effort
in reducing the fat content of emulsion-based foods. An under-
standing of the impact of fats on the physicochemical, sensory,
and physiologic properties of full-fat foods is essential for the
development of successful reduced-calorie versions.

The desirable quality attributes of emulsion-based foods
is largely governed by the properties of the fat droplets they
contain—e.g., their amount, composition, size, interfacial
properties, and interactions (5–8). These fat droplets con-
tribute to the optical properties, texture, mouthfeel, flavor
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profile, and biologic response (e.g., hunger, satiety, satiation,
and pleasure) of emulsion-based products. Consequently, there
are major challenges to maintaining the desirable quality attri-
butes of food emulsions once the fat droplets are removed (5,
9–13). The numerous roles that fat droplets play in food quality
usually means that a single fat replacement strategy cannot be
used to create reduced-calorie products with the same desirable
attributes as their full-fat counterparts. Instead, a combination
of different fat replacement strategies is needed to mimic their
physicochemical, sensory, and biochemical properties.

This article provides an overview of the multiple roles
that fat droplets play in determining the properties of food
emulsions and highlights how this knowledge can be used
to develop effective strategies to create reduced-calorie foods.

Emulsion-Based Foods
The fats in many commercial food and beverage products
are present as O/Wemulsions that consist of small fat drop-
lets dispersed within an aqueous medium (e.g., mayonnaise,
dressings, sauces, condiments, milk, cream, cheese, yogurt,
nutritional beverages, and desserts) (5, 14). Emulsions are
compositionally and structurally heterogeneous materials
consisting of at least 2 immiscible liquids, with 1 of them be-
ing dispersed as fine particles in the other. In the food indus-
try, these 2 immiscible liquids are usually oil and water. The
fat droplets in O/W emulsions are covered by a protective
coating of emulsifier molecules, such as small molecule surfac-
tants, phospholipids, proteins, or polysaccharides (Figure 1).
Emulsifiers facilitate the formation of small fat droplets dur-
ing homogenization by adsorbing to oil-water interfaces,
thereby lowering the interfacial tension and facilitating
droplet disruption. Emulsifiers also facilitate the stability
of fat droplets to aggregation by forming a protective coating
that inhibits flocculation and coalescence. However, the type
and concentration of emulsifier used must be carefully se-
lected to ensure appropriate physicochemical properties,
good product stability, and a desirable biologic response.

The nature of ingredients and processing operations used
to fabricate an emulsion determine fat droplet characteristics,
such as composition, concentration, size, charge, physical state,
interfacial properties, and interactions. In turn, fat droplet char-
acteristics influence the physicochemical properties, sensory per-
ception, and physiologic behavior of emulsion-based food
products (Figure 2) (5, 7). This article primarily focuses on cal-
orie reduction of emulsion-based food products by using fat
replacement strategies, but it also highlights the role of other
key nonfat ingredients on emulsion properties. Emulsion-based
products are the main focus of this article, because they are
an integral part of many commonly consumed high-calorie
foods, such as creams, sauces, dressings, dips, and desserts.

Influence of Fat Droplets on Physicochemical
and Sensory Properties
The physicochemical properties of emulsions, such as opti-
cal properties, rheology, stability, and molecular distribu-
tion, are important because they influence food processing
and quality attributes. The most important physicochemical
properties of food emulsions are briefly discussed below,
with emphasis on the role that fat droplets play in influencing
these properties. Potential strategies that can be used to main-
tain the desirable physicochemical properties of food emul-
sions when fat droplets are removed are also highlighted.

Rheology. Emulsions may exhibit a range of rheological
(textural) characteristics depending on their composition,
structure, and interactions. They have textures that include
low-viscosity fluids (e.g., milk), high-viscosity fluids (e.g.,
creams), viscoelastic solids (e.g., mayonnaise), and solids
(e.g., cheese) (5, 15, 16). Fat droplets make an important
contribution to the overall rheological attributes of many
emulsion-based foods. However, nonfat ingredients may
also contribute to their texture, such as hydrocolloids, starch
granules, air bubbles, fat crystals, or ice crystals, depending
on the precise nature of the product.

FIGURE 1 The properties of oil-in-water
emulsions depend on the characteristics of the
droplets they contain (e.g., concentration,
composition, particle size, physical state, and
interfacial characteristics).
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The rheology of fluid emulsions is characterized by their
apparent shear viscosity (h), which is primarily determined
by the continuous phase viscosity (hC), the fat droplet con-
centration (f), and the nature of the droplet-droplet inter-
actions (w): h = hC 3 f(f,w) (5, 16). In a simple O/W
emulsion containing only fat droplets dispersed in water,
the viscosity increases with increasing fat content, gradually
at first and then more steeply as the droplets become more
closely packed together (Figure 3). Around and above the
fat content where close packing of the fat droplets occurs
(fcrit ~ 50–60%), the emulsion exhibits elastic-like charac-
teristics, such as viscoelasticity and plasticity (5). The critical
fat droplet content where this steep increase in viscosity occurs
depends on droplet-droplet interactions, decreasing for either
strong attractive or repulsive interactions (5). The viscosity of
an emulsion increases when the fat droplets are flocculated be-
cause the effective particle concentration is increased due to
water being trapped within the floc structure. In addition,
strong shear-thinning behavior is observed in flocculated
emulsions because of deformation and breakdown of the floc
structure at high shear stresses (17). Controlling the colloidal
interactions between fat droplets can therefore be used tomod-
ulate their texture and is a useful strategy for developing
reduced-calorie foods in some applications.

The impact of droplet characteristics on rheology is an
important consideration when designing reduced-fat ver-
sions of emulsion-based food products. When the fat drop-
lets are removed there is a decrease in viscosity, and there
may even be a conversion from a gel-like to a fluid product
(Figure 3). For example, the desirable elastic-like textural at-
tributes of dressings and mayonnaises (such as “thickness”
and “spoonability”) are lost when the fat droplet content
is reduced below a certain level, unless an effective fat re-
placement strategy is adopted. A number of approaches

may be used to compensate for the loss of desirable textural
attributes when fat droplets are removed. The viscosity of a
reduced-calorie O/Wemulsion can be increased by incorpo-
rating thickening agents in the aqueous phase, such as starch
granules or hydrocolloids. Alternatively, emulsion viscosity
can be increased by adding nonfat particles that mimic the
flow characteristics of fat droplets, such as protein particles,
hydrogel particles, air bubbles, or crystalline cellulose. The
texture of some reduced-fat products may be increased by
inducing fat droplet flocculation because this can lead to
the formation of a three-dimensional network with a higher
viscosity or even elastic-like properties (18, 19).

FIGURE 2 Overview of
the relations between
emulsion properties,
sensory perception, and
biologic response of food
emulsions.

FIGURE 3 Dependence of the shear viscosity of an oil-in-water
emulsion on fat droplet content. It is assumed that the fat
droplets are not flocculated and that there are no thickening
agents in the continuous phase.
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Optical properties. One of the most desirable attributes of
many emulsion-based products is their milky or creamy ap-
pearance, which is associated with light scattering by fat
droplets (20, 21). The optical properties of food emulsions
can be quantitatively described by using tristimulus color
coordinates, such as the L*a*b* system: L* represents light-
ness, a* represents red-green color, and b* represents yellow-
blue color. The opacity of an emulsion can be characterized
by L*, whereas the color intensity can be characterized by the
chroma C = (a*2 + b*2)1/2. In general, these optical properties
of emulsions are determined by droplet concentration, size,
and refractive index contrast (5, 20). The lightness of an emul-
sion tends to increase with increasing droplet concentration
and refractive index contrast and has a maximum value when
the droplet diameter is approximately equal to the wavelength
of light (typically around 500 nm). For O/W emulsions,
the lightness increases steeply as the fat content increases
from ~0% to 5% of weight, but then increases more gradually
as the amount of fat is increased further (Figure 4). This has im-
portant implications for production of reduced-calorie emulsion-
based products, such as sauces, desserts, and dressings. There is a
steep decrease in lightness when the fat content is reduced below
a certain level, which may reduce consumer liking of the pro-
duct (e.g., due to loss of the desirable “creamy” appearance).

A number of approaches are available to compensate for
the alterations in the desirable optical properties of food
emulsions when fat droplets are removed. The light-scattering
efficiency of the droplets in a reduced-fat product may be en-
hanced by altering their particle size distribution (21, 22). For
example, if a product normally contains large droplets that do
not scatter light strongly, then it may be possible to create a
lower-fat version with the same lightness by homogenizing it
to produce smaller fat droplets that scatter light more effi-
ciently. Alternatively, it is possible to incorporate nonfat parti-
cles that scatter light so as to increase the overall opacity of a
reduced-fat product [e.g., titanium dioxide (23), biopolymer
particles (24), or indigestible fats (25)].

Stability. Emulsions are thermodynamically unfavorable
systems that tend to break down over time due to a variety
of physicochemical mechanisms (Figure 5), including grav-
itational separation, flocculation, coalescence, and Ostwald
ripening (4, 5, 26). Gravitational separation is one of the
most common forms of instability in food emulsions and
may take the form of either creaming or sedimentation de-
pending on the relative densities of the dispersed and contin-
uous phases. Creaming is the upward movement of droplets
due to the fact that they have a lower density than the sur-
rounding liquid, whereas sedimentation is the downward
movement of droplets due to the fact that they have a higher
density than the surrounding liquid. Oils normally have lower
densities than water and so creaming is more prevalent in O/W
emulsions.

The creaming velocity within an O/W emulsion tends to
increase as the fat content decreases (Figure 6), which can be
attributed to a reduction in the droplet-droplet interactions
that inhibit fat droplet movement in concentrated systems
(5). This phenomenon has important implications for the
formulation of certain types of reduced-fat products (e.g.,
sauces, dips, desserts, or dressings). Creaming instability in-
creases when the fat droplet concentration is decreased,
thereby leading to a reduction in product shelf life. Thus,
it may be necessary to reformulate reduced-fat products to
prevent this phenomenon from occurring. A number of
strategies are available to inhibit or prevent creaming in
O/W emulsions containing low amounts of fat droplets
(5), as follows: 1) adding thickening or gelling agents to in-
crease the aqueous phase rheology, 2) decreasing the fat
droplet size to retard droplet movement, 3) promoting
droplet flocculation so as to form a three-dimensional net-
work of aggregated droplets that extends throughout the sys-
tem, and 4) decreasing the density contrast (e.g., by using
partially crystalline fats or adding weighting agents).

FIGURE 4 Dependence of the lightness of an oil-in-water
emulsion on fat droplet content. The lightness of an emulsion
increases steeply from ~0% to 5% fat but then increases more
gradually as the fat content is increased further.

FIGURE 5 Schematic diagram of most common instability
mechanisms that occur in colloidal delivery systems:
gravitational separation, flocculation, coalescence, Ostwald
ripening, and phase inversion.
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Molecular distribution and flavor characteristics. The fla-
vor profile of an emulsion-based food product is governed
by the distribution of volatile and nonvolatile flavor mole-
cules between the different phases (e.g., oil, water, and gas
phases), which is determined by equilibrium partition coef-
ficients and kinetics of molecular motion (5, 27). Altering
the fat content of a food alters the distribution of the flavor
molecules within the system, as well as their release rates. In
an emulsion, release is usually characterized in terms of the
increase in concentration of a flavor compound in the aque-
ous phase (taste) or headspace (flavor) as a function of time
(flavor intensity-time relation). The influence of fat content
on the distribution and release of flavor molecules has an
important impact on the development of reduced-fat pro-
ducts. For example, the influence of fat content on the num-
ber of volatile flavor molecules present within the headspace
above an emulsion is shown in Figure 7. As the fat content
increases, the concentration of nonpolar flavors in the head-
space above the product decreases, whereas the opposite is
true for polar flavors. This phenomenon obviously has impor-
tant consequences for the formation of reduced-fat emulsions
and means that the type and amount of the flavor components
present in a reduced-fat system must be carefully reformulated
to better mimic those of a full-fat product. This is often quite
complicated because food flavors typically contain a complex
mixture of different constituents with different volatilities and
partition coefficients.

It should be noted that the nature of the fat replacement
strategy used to create a reduced-fat food will have an im-
portant effect on the flavor profile. If fat droplets are re-
placed by a nondigestible fat (e.g., olestra), then there may
not be a big impact on the overall flavor profile. On the other
hand, if the fat droplets are replaced by a protein or pol-
ysaccharide that cannot solubilize flavor molecules, then
removing the fat may have a major impact on the flavor
profile.

Influence of Fat Droplets on Oral Processing
An important attribute of emulsion-based food products is
their behavior within the mouth after ingestion (Figure 8).
There has been considerable progress in understanding the
physicochemical and physiologic processes involved in the
oral processing of food emulsions and how this influences
flavor perception (28–33).

Oral processing
After ingestion, a food product is processed within the
mouth until it reaches a form (the bolus) that is suitable
for swallowing. The type and degree of oral processing re-
quired to create a bolus depends on the characteristics of
the ingested food (e.g., composition, structure, and mass)
and typically involves a combination of physicochemical
and physiologic processes such as mechanical disruption,
mixing, dilution, and chemical degradation (7, 34). Oral
processing can be divided into a series of steps: first bite, size re-
duction, bolus formation, swallowing, and residual mouthfeel
(7, 28, 35, 36). Oral processing involves coordinatedmovements
of jaw, tongue, cheeks, and lips that are controlled by the
brain (37, 38). Sensory feedback from various receptors in
the oral cavity enables the motor program to adapt to the
properties of the bolus throughout oral processing (7, 39).
Ingested foods undergo various changes in their composi-
tion and structure during oral processing that contribute
to the desirable mouthfeel and flavor perception of a pro-
duct (7, 36, 40).

The fat droplets in an emulsion-based food product play
an important role in oral processing because they influence
texture, lubrication, coating, and flavor release properties
(28, 33). Fat droplets influence the perceived texture of a
product when it first enters the mouth, they alter the way the
food product breaks down within the mouth, they alter the
way the food interacts with the surfaces of the oral cavity, and

FIGURE 6 Calculated dependence of the creaming velocity of
the fat droplets in an oil-in-water emulsion on fat droplet
concentration. The rate of creaming decreases with increasing
fat content because of droplet-droplet interactions.

FIGURE 7 Schematic representation of the calculated
dependence of the flavor intensity above an oil-in-water
emulsion on fat content. Nonpolar flavors decrease in intensity
as the fat content increases, whereas polar flavors increase in
intensity.
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they influence the after-feel of the product after the bolus
has been swallowed. Consequently, the removal of fat drop-
lets from reduced-calorie products often has a major influ-
ence on their desirable sensory attributes. Again, the nature
of the fat replacement strategy used to formulate a reduced-
calorie product will have an important impact on oral pro-
cessing. If fat droplets are replaced by nondigestible fats (e.g.,
olestra), then there may not be a major impact on the overall
perception of the product within the oral cavity. On the other
hand, if fat droplets are replaced by nonfat molecules or par-
ticles (e.g., proteins or polysaccharides) that behave very dif-
ferently in the oral cavity, then the perceived mouthfeel may
be very different. For example, fat droplets may coalesce and
spread over the tongue, whereas protein particles will not,
which will affect the mouthfeel.

Flavor perception
The overall perceived flavor of a food product is a result of
the combined attributes of mouthfeel, taste, and aroma
(41) and usually involves integration of information from
all 3 of these attributes during mastication (42, 43). The sen-
sorial inputs to the brain that govern the overall flavor pro-
file of a food product result from interactions of volatile and
nonvolatile components with aroma, taste, and tactile recep-
tors in the nasal and oral cavities before, during, and after
mastication (44–46). Aroma is a result of the interactions
of volatile constituents with flavor receptors in the nose.
Taste is a result of interactions of certain nonvolatile com-
pounds (bitter, sweet, acid, salty, and umami) with receptors
within the mouth (45, 47, 48). Mouthfeel is a result of inter-
actions of a food with tactile receptors within taste buds that
are sensitive to mechanical stimuli (49). The overall flavor
profile of a food product depends on the type and amount
of flavor constituents in the original product, as well as their
ability to reach the appropriate sensory receptors in the na-
sal and oral cavities (50, 51). The presence of fat droplets
within an emulsion-based product influences flavor percep-
tion through both direct and indirect effects.

Flavor source. Fats from different sources have different fla-
vor profiles depending on their origin, processing, and stor-
age (e.g., fish, corn, and olive oils all have different flavors).
Each type of fat has different characteristic volatile and

nonvolatile flavor constituents that determine its unique fla-
vor profile. Recent studies suggest that there are taste recep-
tors in the mouth and gastrointestinal tract (GIT) that detect
and respond to the presence of the digestion products of
dietary fats (i.e., FAs) (52). These chemoreceptors for fatty
perception may play an important role in determining the
desirable flavor perception of fatty foods. When fat droplets
are removed from a product, these desirable attributes may
be lost.

Flavor partitioning. The amount of fat in a product may
also have a more indirect influence on the overall flavor pro-
file. The partitioning of nonvolatile and volatile flavor mol-
ecules between different phases within a food (e.g., oil,
water, and headspace) depends on their molecular weight
and polarity, as well as the type and amount of fat present
(53). Nonpolar flavors preferentially partition into the oil
phase, whereas polar flavors preferentially partition into
the aqueous phase. As the fat content decreases, the amount
of nonpolar flavors in the aqueous phase and headspace
increases, whereas the amount of polar flavors decreases
(Figure 7). Thus, the overall flavor profile of an emulsion-
based food product depends on the type and amount of
fat present, which has major implications for the formulation
of reduced-fat products. When fat droplets are removed, the
partitioning of flavor molecules among the different phases is
altered, and so the product needs to be reformulated to achieve
the desired flavor profile.

Flavor release profile. The fat content of an emulsion-based
product also influences the rate of flavor release. Nonpolar
flavor molecules typically have a sustained release profile
from high-fat products but a burst release profile from
low-fat products (11, 27, 54). Burst release may occur
from a low-fat product because an appreciable fraction of
the nonpolar flavor molecules are initially present within
the aqueous phase rather than the oil phase (11). A major
challenge in producing reduced-fat products is therefore to
match their flavor release profiles to those of full-fat pro-
ducts. This may be achieved by reformulating the type and
amount of flavor molecules in a product and/or by using
encapsulation technologies that modulate release profiles
(11, 55, 56).

FIGURE 8 The behavior of an
emulsion-based product within
the oral cavity depends on the
nature of the particles it contains
(e.g., particle concentration,
composition, charge, size, and
interfacial properties). Particles
may adhere, coalesce, flocculate,
and spread when they encounter
the oral cavity depending on their
properties.
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Mouthfeel. A number of the desirable sensory attributes of
emulsion-based food products are associated with their
mouthfeel characteristics, such as “creaminess,” “fattiness,”
“thickness,” “smoothness,” and “richness” (57–61). Themouth-
feel of a product depends on the way it behaves in the mouth
during mastication and is influenced by rheological (bulk
and thin film), lubrication, and coating properties (28, 58,
60, 62). An important aspect of many emulsion-based pro-
ducts is the after-feel, which is the aspect or aspects of the
mouthfeel that persist in the mouth after the bolus has
been swallowed, such as coating and astringency (60). The
overall mouthfeel of emulsion-based products depends on
the concentration, size, interfacial characteristics, physical
state, and interactions of fat droplets (63–65). Fat droplets
may influence perceived mouthfeel in numerous ways, as
follows: 1) they alter texture, 2) they influence lubrication,
and 3) they impact coating of oral surfaces. During mastica-
tion, fat droplets may remain as individual entities, floccu-
late, or coalesce within the mouth (Figure 8), which affects
their influence on texture, lubrication, and coating (36,
66). A coating of fat droplets on the tongue after swallowing
contributes to the desirable flavor profile and mouthfeel of
some emulsion-based products. These fat droplets increase
the residence time of flavor compounds in the oral cavity
thereby producing a prolonged flavor profile (53, 59, 67).
When fat droplets are removed from a food product to create
a reduced-calorie version, many of these desirable mouthfeel
attributes are lost.

Thermal properties. The transfer of heat from a food to oral
surfaces (or vice versa) is also an important factor governing
the overall flavor perception, with high-fat products being
perceived as warmer than corresponding low-fat ones (68, 69).
This phenomenon may be attributed to the lower thermal
conductivity of fat compared with water, which leads to differ-
ent temperature profiles within the mouth during mastication.
Thus, when fat droplets are removed or replaced with nonfat
ingredients, the thermal characteristics of an emulsion-based
food within the oral cavity may be adversely affected.

Influence of Fat on Physiologic Responses
After ingestion, fats are physically and chemically processed
within the GITso as to facilitate their subsequent absorption
by the human body (Figure 9). Fats also act as carriers for
beneficial lipophilic components in foods, such as oil-soluble
vitamins and nutraceuticals, and their presence in the GIT
influences the bioavailability of these components. Ingested
fats also promote the release of specific hormones and neu-
rotransmitters that regulate food consumption and nutrient
processing. The presence of fats within foods therefore plays
an important role in determining the pleasurable sensory
experience associated with eating, as well as affecting the
health and wellness of individuals. Consideration of the
physiologic response that a food elicits is important to take
into account when formulating reduced-fat products. The refor-
mulated product should not contain fat replacement ingredients
that stimulate overconsumption of foods or biologic responses

that lead to adverse health outcomes. Some examples of po-
tential problems that may arise when foods are reformulated
are as follows: the use of hydrogenated fats to increase the
solidity of liquid oils (due to the associated increase in trans
FAs) (70, 71) and replacement of fats with easily digestible
carbohydrates (due to their potential to promote overeating
and diabetes) (72, 73). In this section, the gastrointestinal
fate of fats is briefly discussed and then the hormonal re-
sponse to ingested fats is highlighted.

Gastrointestinal fate of fats
After ingestion, a food experiences a complex range of phys-
iochemical and physiologic environments as it travels through
the GIT (74, 75). Understanding these processes is important
for the design of reduced-fat foods that do not have adverse
effects on human health. Within the mouth, the food is
mixed with saliva and may undergo changes in pH, ionic
composition, and temperature. It also experiences a com-
plex range of mechanical forces and fluid flows during mas-
tication, which may break any large structures into smaller
ones. The amylase in saliva may promote breakdown of any
starch-based ingredients. After mastication is completed, the
resulting bolus is swallowed and passes through the esophagus
and into the stomach. Within the stomach, the food is exposed
to acidic gastric fluids that contain digestive enzymes capable of
breaking down fats (lipases) and proteins (proteases). The food
also experiences mechanical forces and fluid flows that further
alter its structure and composition. The resulting chyme
passes through the pylorus sphincter and enters the small
intestine, where it is mixed with alkaline pancreatic and
bile fluids. The intestinal fluids cause an appreciable increase
in solution pH (to a pH of ~6–7), and they contain digestive
enzymes (lipases, proteases, amylase) and biologic surfactants

FIGURE 9 The behavior of an emulsion-based product in the
gastrointestinal tract plays an important role in satiety/satiation
and delivery of nutrients. Emulsified TGs are digested by lipases;
the resulting FAs are incorporated into mixed micelles, then
absorbed by epithelium cells, and may be reassembled into
chylomicrons before entering the systemic circulation.
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(bile salts and phospholipids) that further breakdown the
nutrients into a form that can easily be absorbed by the hu-
man body.

Ingested TGs are broken down to FFAs and monoacyl-
glycerols that interact with bile salts and phospholipids to
form mixed micelles (a complex mixture of micelles and
vesicles). Any oil-soluble vitamins or nutraceuticals in the
original food may be incorporated into these mixed micelles.
The mixed micelles then transport the lipid digestion pro-
ducts and bioactive agents to the epithelium cells where
they are absorbed. Short- and medium-chain TGs are usu-
ally transported directly from the epithelium cells into the
portal vein and then into the systemic circulation. On the
other hand, long-chain TGs and other highly nonpolar
lipids (such as oil-soluble vitamins and nutraceuticals) are
usually packaged into lipoprotein particles (chylomicrons)
within the epithelium cells and then transported to the sys-
temic circulation via the lymphatic system. After entering
the systemic circulation, the lipoprotein particles may be
broken down within specific tissues and their contents un-
dergo the following different fates: used as an immediate
energy source, stored for later use, used to modulate bio-
chemical pathways, or excreted.

Reducing the fat content of foods may have a number of
undesirable effects on human nutrition and health. Decreas-
ing the total amount of digestible fat ingested may directly or
indirectly influence the amount of bioactive lipids absorbed
by the human body, such as oil-soluble vitamins and nutra-
ceuticals (76, 77). Many sources of fats naturally contain bi-
oactive lipids (e.g., tocopherols in corn oil), and therefore
consuming less fat will reduce the amount of them ingested.
In addition, the mixed micelles formed from digestion of
fats help to solubilize and transport bioactive lipids present
in other foods (e.g., carotenoids or vitamins in fruits and
vegetables) (76, 78, 79). The amount of bile salts and phos-
pholipids released by the body increases as the total amount
of fat ingested increases (80–82). Thus, just by ingesting less
fat there may be fewer mixed micelles available to solubilize
and transport any bioactive lipids present. The transport of
bioactive lipids into the systemic circulation via the lym-
phatic system will also be decreased if there are fewer
long-chain FAs available to fabricate chylomicrons within
epithelium cells, which may also alter the extent of metabo-
lism (because passage through the liver is altered).

Hormonal and neurological response
The ingestion of foods elicits a number of hormonal and
neurological responses within the human body that affect
eating pleasure, food intake, and nutrient processing. The
biochemical pathways involved in these processes are coor-
dinated by the central nervous system (83–87). Normally,
these biochemical pathways are highly regulated to maintain
an optimum body weight and composition, with the amount
of calories consumed balancing the amount of calories ex-
pended. In this section, only a brief overview of the hormonal
and neurological responses to fat ingestion is given to highlight
their importance in the development of reduced-calorie foods,

and the reader is referred to more comprehensive reviews on
this subject (88–90).

At certain times during the day, the body generates bio-
chemicals that stimulate the feeling of hunger, thereby pro-
moting food consumption (91, 92). After a certain quantity
of food has been ingested, the body generates another set of
biochemicals that suppress appetite, thereby reducing the
drive for further food consumption (Figure 10). The de-
creased desire to consume food during a meal is known as
satiation, whereas the reduced desire to consume food after
a meal has been completed is known as satiety. Satiation
therefore influences the total amount of food consumed
during a meal, whereas satiety influences the length of
time before a person feels hungry again. Designing foods
that control satiation and satiety is therefore an important
strategy to combat obesity by ensuring that overconsump-
tion of food does not occur (83, 85, 91, 93, 94). As a food
passes through the GIT the major food components (fats,
proteins, and carbohydrates) are broken down into their
digestion products (FAs, monoacylglycerols, amino acids,
peptides, and sugars) that are detected by chemosensory re-
ceptors (52). These interactions trigger the release of biochem-
icals that regulate sensory pleasure and satiation/satiety, as well
as nutrient processing, utilization, and storage. A number of
the key biochemicals involved in the regulation of food intake
and processing are summarized in Table 1, and more detailed
information about these processes can be found in recent re-
view articles (52).

Composition effects. The different components within an
ingested food have different effects on the various biochem-
ical pathways that regulate hunger, pleasure, satiety, and sa-
tiation (52, 95). Altering the type and concentration of the
major food components (fat, protein, and carbohydrate)
within a food may therefore alter the physiologic and psy-
chological responses it elicits, which may have undesirable

FIGURE 10 Schematic representation of changes in hunger
and fullness responses before, during, and after consumption of
a meal. The peptides associated with these responses and their
interactions with the brain are also shown. CCK, cholecystokinin;
GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide 1; OXM, oxyntomodulin; PYY,
peptide YY.
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consequences, such as overeating and associated health
problems. When developing reduced-fat foods it is therefore
important to take into account the physiologic and psycho-
logical effects that fats normally generate, and how these effects
are altered when fat is removed and other ingredients are used
to replace it. A good strategy for developing reduced-fat foods
may therefore be to incorporate nonfat ingredients that are
known to promote satiety and satiation.

The influence of fats, proteins, and carbohydrates on the
biologic and psychological responses of the human body is
currently a major area of research (95). The knowledge gen-
erated from this research has major implications for the
formulation of reduced-calorie foods. This is a particularly
complex area, and there are currently no definitive guidelines
about the optimum food composition required to maintain
normal body weight and good health (2, 96). In the remainder
of this section, a brief outline of some of the effects of fats and
other major foods components on the biochemical response of
the body to food ingestion is given.

The detection of lipid digestion products (FFAs) within
the GIT by chemoreceptors stimulates the release of hor-
mones that suppress appetite [e.g., cholecystokinin (CCK),
peptide YY (PYY), and glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1)], and
therefore decrease further energy intake (95). The consumption
of fats therefore plays an important role in modulating the total
amount of food consumed. Thus, even though fat has more
calories per gram than digestible carbohydrates, it may still
lead to lower overall food consumption if it is better at sup-
pressing appetite or promoting satiety/satiation. Diets rich
in digestible carbohydrates have been linked to increases in dis-
eases such as obesity, diabetes, and metabolic syndrome (97).
Increasing the protein content of foods may be beneficial in
the development of reduced-calorie products because proteins
may increase satiety and therefore reduce overeating (98). In-
deed, some proteins have been claimed to be more effective
at reducing appetite than either carbohydrates or fats (99). Pro-
teins may also play a number of other important roles in main-
taining body weight and health: they are a source of essential
amino acids, they facilitate muscle development, they play a
key role in energy metabolism, and they help maintain desir-
able blood sugar concentrations (99–101). Consequently,
protein-based ingredients may be particularly suitable for the
development of effective fat or carbohydrate replacement strat-
egies in reduced-calorie foods.

A better understanding of the relation between food
composition (e.g., the type and amount of fat, protein,
and carbohydrate present) and biochemical responses may
lead to the development of reduced-calorie food products
that leave consumers feeling less hungry, more satisfied,
and fuller, thereby reducing overconsumption (94). For ex-
ample, foods could be fortified with those components
known to have a high capacity to induce satiation and/or sa-
tiety. Chronic overconsumption of high-fat diets may cause
potential defects in hormone signaling (102), which may
therefore be alleviated by reducing the fat content of foods
or by replacing the fats with other ingredients.

Structure effects. The initial structural organization of the
components within a food product, as well as how this
structure changes within the GIT, also plays an important
role in determining satiety/satiation (103–105). Foods can
be designed to have different structural organizations of
the major food components, such as fats, proteins, and car-
bohydrates. For example, the fats may be present in a contin-
uous form (as in margarine or butter), in an emulsified form
(as in milk, dressings, and sauces), or embedded in a solid
network (as in cookies, crackers, and other baked goods).
In addition, fat may be surrounded by other components
in a food matrix that alter its fate within the GIT. For exam-
ple, fat droplets may be coated with dietary fiber, or they
may be embedded within dietary fiber hydrogel particles,
which delays TG digestion by lipase in the GIT (106–108).
Alternatively, fat droplets may be coated with certain types
of small molecule surfactants that delay lipid digestion
by inhibiting lipase adsorption to the fat droplet surfaces
(109, 110). The amounts of lipid digestion products present
within different locations of the GIT influence the satiety re-
sponse through the ileal brake mechanism (105, 111). This
mechanism regulates the rate at which foods pass through
the GIT so as to allow efficient digestion to occur. When
the amounts of undigested nutrients reaching the distal re-
gions of the small intestine increase, hormones are released
to slow down the transport of foods through the GIT so as
to allow more time for digestion to occur. Indeed, DSM (a
Dutch ingredient manufacturer) has introduced an emulsion-
based ingredient (Fabuless) that has been claimed to have an
appetite-suppressing effect, which is reported to work by slow-
ing down the transit time of the fat through the GIT thereby
inducing the ileal brake mechanism (112). Nevertheless, other
studies reported no substantial effect of this structured emul-
sion on food intake or appetite in human trials, which may
have been due to the effects of the food matrix or processing
(113, 114). Clearly, further studies are needed to better under-
stand the roles of fat droplet properties, the surrounding food
matrix, and processing operations on the digestion of emulsi-
fied lipids in foods.

Studies have also indicated that the stability of emulsified
lipids within the stomach influences the satiety response
(115–118). Emulsified lipids that are stable to aggregation
and creaming within the stomach reduce the rate of gastric
emptying and increase the satiety response compared with

TABLE 1 Summary of some important hormones and
neurotransmitters related to food consumption and processing1

Biochemical Function

Hunger Ghrelin Stimulates food consumption
Satiation CCK Suppresses hunger during eating
Satiety PYY Suppresses hunger after eating

GLP-1
OXM

Pleasure Dopamine Reinforces the desire to consume
Nutrient regulation Insulin leptin Regulates metabolism and storage

of sugars and lipids
1 CCK, cholecystokinin; GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide 1; OXM, oxyntomodulin; PYY,
peptide YY.
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those that are unstable. This phenomenon has been attrib-
uted to the rate of calorie transport from the stomach to
the small intestine. Unstable emulsified lipids move to the
top of the stomach due to creaming or oiling off, and hence
the rate of calorie transport to the small intestine is relatively
low because the liquid passing through the pylorus sphincter
is mainly water (Fig. 11). Under these circumstances the
body has a tendency to consume more food to increase
the calorie uptake. Conversely, if the emulsified lipids are
evenly distributed throughout the volume of the stomach,
then the rate of calorie transport into the small intestine
will be greater. The body then wants to slow down gastric
emptying (so that all food components can be efficiently di-
gested) and one feels fuller (because the body is detecting
calories). There is therefore an opportunity for food manu-
facturers to control the satiety response by altering the struc-
tural organization of the ingredients in food products,
thereby reducing the total amount of calories consumed
per meal and increasing the length of time between food
consumption. This can be achieved by controlling the nature
of the emulsifier used to stabilize the fat droplets in a food
product.

Development of Reduced-Fat Products
Nutritional recommendations to decrease the total number
of calories from fat in the human diet led the food industry
to create a range of reduced-fat products (10, 42, 59, 119–
123). These products should reduce the total amount of
calories consumed, but they should also have desirable phys-
icochemical and sensory attributes; otherwise, consumers
will not purchase them (59, 91). In addition, they should
be carefully designed so that they do not have undesirable
health consequences associated with their different behavior
within the GIT (e.g., reducing the bioavailability of oil-soluble
vitamins and nutrients or stimulating overeating by reduc-
ing satiety or satiation). Various strategies that can be used
by the food industry to create reduced-fat foods are high-
lighted in this section.

Fat-based ingredients
A number of reduced-calorie ingredients can serve as direct
substitutes for fats in foods. These ingredients have physical

characteristics similar to conventional fats (e.g., polarity,
viscosity, density, refractive index), but they have apprecia-
bly fewer calories because they are digested differently. The
physicochemical and sensory properties of emulsions made
from fat substitutes are therefore similar to those made from
conventional fats, because the droplets they contain are fairly
similar (Figure 12). Two of the most important ingredients
that fall into this category are Olestra (Procter & Gamble)
and Salatrim (Danisco).

Olestra is a sucrose polyester consisting of numerous
long-chain FAs esterified to a sucrose molecule (124–126).
These ester bonds are not hydrolyzed by digestive enzymes
because of steric hindrance, and so olestra is not absorbed
by the human body and does not contribute calories. How-
ever, olestra may retard the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins
and nutraceuticals and may be associated with undesirable GIT
symptoms, which led the US FDA to limit the amount that can
be used in foods (124, 126).

Salatrim is another fat substitute used to reduce the cal-
orie content of foods, which is prepared by interesterifica-
tion of short-chain TGs with hydrogenated long-chain
TGs (127). The resulting TG molecules contain a mixture
of short- and long-chain SFAs esterified to a glycerol back-
bone. Long-chain FAs are primarily attached to the glycerol
in the sn-2 position, which leads to the generation of lipid
digestion products that are not readily absorbed, thereby re-
ducing the effective calorie content (128, 129). Typically, the
calorie content of Salatrim is approximately half that of con-
ventional fats. Salatrim may also be an effective fat replacer
due to its ability to induce satiety, because there is a greater
concentration of undigested fat within the lower GIT (130).

The calorie content and satiety/satiation-inducing effects
of the fat phase may also be altered by controlling the type
and form of FAs present in foods (93, 131–133). FAs deliv-
ered in the form of diacylglycerols may be more effective at
suppressing appetite and food intake than similar FAs deliv-
ered in the form of TGs (134). The effectiveness of TGs at

FIGURE 11 The stability of fat droplets to sedimentation and
creaming in the stomach may alter gastric emptying because
the body detects the energy density of the food leaving the
stomach. This mechanism has been proposed as a means of
controlling satiety.

FIGURE 12 Some of the desirable food attributes provided by
fat droplets (opacity, texture, and mouthfeel) can be provided by
polymeric or particulate substances, such as thickening agents,
hydrogel particles, indigestible fat droplets, starch granules,
titanium dioxide, or protein particles.
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reducing appetite and food intake has also been shown to in-
crease as their chain length decreases (93, 131, 135–138) and
their unsaturation increases (139). Consumption of appre-
ciable quantities of CLA has been shown to reduce body fat
(87, 140, 141). However, a meta-analysis of randomized clin-
ical trials in humans showed that this effect is relatively small
and of uncertain clinical significance (142). These differences
in the response of the human body can be attributed to differ-
ences in the way that different lipids are metabolized. Conse-
quently, it may be possible to design foods that regulate food
intake and body mass by carefully controlling lipid
composition.

Biopolymer-based ingredients
A number of food ingredients developed to replace some of
the physicochemical and sensory properties normally sup-
plied by fats are based on proteins and/or polysaccharides
(143–145). Typically, these biopolymer-based ingredients
are present either as soluble polymers or as colloidal parti-
cles. Additional potential advantages of using these ingredi-
ents as fat replacers are as follows: 1) some of them are
indigestible dietary fibers that have relatively low-calorie
contents and may have added beneficial health effects and
2) some of them may be able to induce greater satiety
than fats.

Polymers. A number of biopolymers are hydrophilic water-
soluble molecules that act as effective thickening agents,
including some proteins (e.g., gelatin) and many polysacchar-
ides (e.g., agar, alginate, carrageenan, locust bean gum, pectin,
starch, and xanthan). These biopolymers occupy an effective
volume in solution that is much larger than the volume oc-
cupied by the polymer chains, due to their ability to trap
water molecules (146). Some biopolymers are capable of
forming physical or covalent crosslinks leading to gelation
under appropriate solution or environmental conditions
(e.g., alginate or pectin in the presence of calcium, agar or
gelatin at low temperatures, or whey protein at high temper-
atures) (145). Thickening and gelling agents are typically
used as fat replacers due to their ability to compensate for
some of the textural changes that occur when fat droplets
are removed from foods. Nevertheless, they may not be
able to compensate for other changes in food properties
that occur when fats are removed, such as changes in ap-
pearance, mouthfeel, or flavor profile.

Particles. Certain types of biopolymer-based ingredients ex-
ist in foods in the form of colloidal particles with dimen-
sions in the range from ~100 nm to 100 mm (Figure 12).
These biopolymer particles can simulate some of the desir-
able physicochemical and sensory attributes normally pro-
vided by fat droplets. First, they increase the viscosity or
gel strength of aqueous solutions and therefore compensate
for alterations in texture caused by fat reduction. Second,
they scatter light and therefore compensate for the loss of
creaminess that can occur upon fat reduction. Third, they
may simulate some of the mouthfeel characteristics normally

associated with the interaction of fat droplets with the tongue
and oral cavity. Fourth, they can prevent creaming or sedimen-
tation of fat droplets and other ingredients due to their ability
to increase the rheology of the aqueous phase.

Protein microspheres with dimensions similar to those of
fat droplets can be formed through controlled aggregation
of globular proteins after thermal denaturation (147).
Food ingredients based on this principle are commercially
available as fat replacers, such as Simplesse (CP Kelco). Protein
microspheres have been used as fat replacers in the develop-
ment of numerous reduced-fat products, including cheese,
ice cream, and yogurt (148–151).

Starch granules are another form of biopolymer particle
that can be used as a fat replacer (152, 153). Raw starch gran-
ules swell when they are heated in water, which causes a large
increase in viscosity and may lead to gel formation. Starch
granules are commonly used in reduced-fat versions of
dressings and sauces to replace some of the textural attri-
butes that are normally lost when fat droplets are removed
(154). One of the potential disadvantages of using starch
as a fat replacer is that it contains calories, and that its over-
consumption may lead to problems with overweight and di-
abetes (97). Some of these problems may be overcome by
using resistant starch (155) or cellulose (156) biopolymer
particles.

Inorganic ingredients
Some of the desirable physicochemical attributes normally
provided by fat droplets can be mimicked by indigestible in-
organic substances. For example, titanium dioxide particles
are often used to increase the opacity (“whiteness”) of foods
(157). Titanium dioxide particles have a relatively high re-
fractive index contrast and therefore scatter light strongly,
which makes them highly effective lightening agents. Thus,
titanium dioxide can be used to replace some of the desirable
creamy appearance of a product when the fat droplet con-
tent is reduced (23). However, food manufacturers often
prefer to have “clean” labels, and therefore want to replace
titanium dioxide with more natural forms of lightening
agents, such as biopolymer particles made from proteins
or polysaccharides (158, 159).

Structuring approaches
Structural design principles can be used to create specific
structures in foods that mimic some of the desirable physi-
cochemical, sensory, and physiologic attributes normally as-
sociated with fat droplets (e.g., creaminess, richness, satiety,
and satiation) (74, 75, 160, 161). A variety of approaches
based on structural design principles that can be used in
emulsion-based products are highlighted in Figure 13. Fat
droplets can be coated with substances that alter their digest-
ibility within the GIT, such as certain surfactants and dietary
fibers (156). Similarly, they can be embedded within biopol-
ymer particles that alter their biologic fate within the GIT
(106). Coatings or hydrogel particles that retard lipid diges-
tion in the stomach and small intestine may be able to induce
satiety through the ileal brake mechanism. Fat droplets can be
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made to form microclusters by inducing droplet flocculation
either inside or outside of the human body. Flocculated drop-
lets have a higher viscosity than do nonflocculated ones and so
it may be possible to create emulsion-based products that have
similar textural properties but lower fat contents by inducing
droplet aggregation (18, 19). Aggregated fat droplets may also
behave differently within the GIT, which may be useful for de-
veloping products that can induce satiety (162). Fat droplets
may be combined with other kinds of colloidal particles (e.g.,
biopolymer particles, inorganic particles, or air bubbles)
to form reduced-fat products with physicochemical and sen-
sory attributes similar to high-fat products (163–165). The
principles and utilization of various kinds of structural de-
sign approaches for altering the properties of foods were re-
viewed recently (108, 159, 162, 166, 167).

Conclusions
In general, the fats in food products play numerous roles in
determining their overall appearance, texture, flavor, and bi-
ologic response. For this reason, it is often challenging to
create high-quality reduced-fat products with physicochem-
ical, sensory, and physiologic properties similar to their
high-fat counterparts. A number of ingredient and process-
ing technology approaches have therefore been developed to
create reduced-fat foods. The strategy adopted for a partic-
ular product depends on consumer expectations for product
appearance, texture, and flavor, as well as manufacturers’
concerns about cost, production, and labeling. This article
provides an overview of the numerous roles that fat droplets
play in determining the properties of emulsion-based foods
and has highlighted some of the strategies that can be used
to compensate for the loss of desirable food properties when
fat is removed. This information should provide useful guid-
ance in the design of high-quality reduced-fat products with
improved physicochemical, sensory, and biologic properties.
Of course, it is important to use these technologies wisely so

as not to promote passive overconsumption of foods. For
example, it may be more beneficial to reduce the calorie
content of a food product that is already an integral part
of a diet (e.g., a spread, dressing, or sauce) rather than to
promote greater consumption of less healthy food items,
such as milkshakes, smoothies, snacks, or desserts.
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